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Computer Chairs
Our two new computer chairs that arrived a few weeks ago have made a great addition to our 
library.  When pushed in, they slide under the computer keyboards unlike our old chairs.  This 
makes it easier to get at our bookshelves especially if you use a walker or wheelchair. 

Magazines
Thanks to all of you who dropped off your donated magazines in the designated spot on the 
bottom shelf of the black book cart.  We now want to organize their display.  The most recent 
issue of selected titles will be arranged on the coffee table with the newspapers.  All other 
titles and back issues will be filed in the three wall racks first by category then alphabetically.  
The categories, one for each rack, are: Substantive News; Nature & Science; and Popular.

Women's History Month
Check out our Special Display Cart this month for books from our collection celebrating 
Women's History Month.  Also peruse the New Book Cart as several books were ordered 
especially for this observance.

Other Displays
With the Michigan Presidential Primary slated for the 10th, our black display racks have been 
filled with any books we own about candidates.  Following the Primary, we'll put out books 
celebrating the Irish and St. Patrick's Day for your reading pleasure. 

All-Read Book Discussion
The Body: A Guide to Occupants by Bill Bryson
Thursday, March 12 
1pm – Garden Room
Book discussion led by Laura Brown, Adult Librarian, Chelsea District Library.  May's 
discussion title, Becoming by Michelle Obama will be available for check-out.  

New Books
This month's new books are listed on the reverse side in alphabetical order by title and with a 
brief description to whet your appetite.  Happy reading!

Library Committee Members
We're here to assist you and answer any library-related questions you might have.  We 
welcome any comments and suggestions regarding our library. 
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 NEW BOOKS – MARCH 2020

Affair – Amanda Quick's female investigator deals with seduction and murder.

Before the Fall – Noah Hawley's mystery following the aftermath of a plane accident.

The Education of an Idealist – Samantha Power, a biography of our Ambassador to the U.N.

In the Land of Second Chances – George Shaffner's novel about a Nebraska B&B owner.

Life Under Cover:  Coming of Age in the CIA – Amaryllis Fox.  A rivetting bestseller memoir
about Fox's ten years in the CIA hunting the world's most dangerous terrorists in sixteen 
different countries.

The Many Lives of Michael Boomberg – Eleanor Randolph, a bio of former NYC mayor.

The Moment of Lift:  How Empowering Women Changes the World - Melinda Gates.  A 
narrative of lessons learned from inspiring people Gate's met during her work and world 
travels, and the road to equality in her own marriage.

Mystery of the French Countryside series – Martin Walker:  The Crowded Grave – chief of 
police must solve murder of corpse found in archaeology dig; The Children Return – murder 
of an undercover agent and international intrigue just as prodical son arrives home.

Nineteen Minutes – Jodi Picoult's novel set in small town New Hampshire. 

Notorius RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsberg – Irin Carmon & Shana 
Knizhnik.  It's RBG!  Need we say more?

The Only Woman in the Room – Marie Benedict's novel is based on Hedy Lamarr, the 
glamour icon and scientist whose invention revolutionized modern communication. 

Rough Magic: Riding the World's Loneliest Horse Race – Lara Prior-Palmer.  This young 
British woman's bestseller memoir about beating the odds to become the first woman to win 
the ten-day, 1,000 kilometer horse race across Mongolia.

Tattoos on the Heart – Gregory Boyle, biography of founder of a gang-intervention program.

True Detectives – Jonathan Kellerman's cop & detective solving disappearance of a student.

What would Cleopatra Do?:  Life Lessons from 50 of History's Most Extraordinary 
Women – Elizabeth Foley & Beth Coates.  Wisdom and advice passed down from Cleopatra, 
Frida Kahlo, Queen Victoria, Agatha Christie and 46 other heroines from past ages.

The Women's Atlas, 5th ed. - Joni Seager.  An up-to-date global perspective on how women 
are living today across continents and cultures; filled with colorful maps and diagrams.

A Woman of No Importance; The Untold Story of the American Spy Who Helped Win 
World War II – Sonia Purnell.  A bestseller about Virginia Hall the Gestapo called the most 
dangerous of all Allied spies (despite a prosthetic leg).  This biography reads like a thriller.

The Wrong Side of Goodbye – Michael Connelly's detective tracking down a long lost lover.


